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A novel about a beautiful and talented
black female journalist who is an intimate
friend of black entertainment and political
celebrities during the turbulent civil rights
era in the 1950s and 1960s. Her
professional and private life takes a
quantum leap when she crosses paths with
a cynical but equally talented white male
publicist. Sparks fly from their first
meeting and throughout a stormy
passionate affair that survives their
independent assignments to foreign
countries. The drama of this turning point
in history includes contact and comments
with Lena Horne, Dorothy Dandridge,
Billie Holiday, Brock Peters, James
Baldwin, Red Foxx, Tom Bradley, Dorothy
Height, Golda Meir, Tefawa Belawa, and
other civil rights pioneers.
It is not
surprising that Thomas books tend to walk
on the wild side, inasmuch as he was
Lenny Bruces only collaborator, co
authoring the comedy material on Bruces
first three comedy albums and three
screenplays, plus photographing his album
covers, filming the pilot for the first
feature, and booking him into critical
career changing venues. Critics have
described Thomas memoir, Lenny Bruce:
The Making of a Prophet, in terms such as,
He superbly evokes the atmosphere of the
cheap
Hollywood
nightclubs
and
coffeehouses, and His work sometimes
reads like a Bogart script. Thomas multi
faceted career as a screenwriter, book
author, photographer, cinematographer,
filmmaker, and public relations executive
spanned the latter half of the twentieth
century, working for and with A list
celebrities such as Frank Sinatra, Shecky
Greene, and others. Some of his later
fiction parallels those careers such as his
anthology of twelve short stories titled
Hollywood Tales From The Outer Fringe.
He grew up in the New Orleans and Gulf
Coast areas, eventually marrying and
divorcing his high school teacher, as told in
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his memoir The Genteel Poor. He worked
as a cocktail pianist in New Orleans French
Quarter, which provided the background
for his novel French Quarter Odyssey. He
served a year of combat in Korea which
was the background for his Korean War
novel The Josan And The Jee. His latest
work, A Place For Us, is a biography of
Wendy Wolf, a childhood polio survivor
who became a charismatic advocate for
people with disabilities. Most of Thomas
work is available on Amazon in both print
and e book editions. Lenny Bruce: The
Making of a Prophet is also available in a
Japanese edition from DHC of Tokyo.
Thomas will soon be releasing a science
fiction trilogy and an anthology of short
stories laid in New Orleans. He resides in
Tucson, Arizona, where he occasionally
teaches writing and film production in
between working on a variety of literary
and film projects. More information about
the author and his work can be found at
www.mediamaestro.net.
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CLEO: Fundamental Science CLEO Cleo is a given name that is short for Cleopatra or Cleophus and an alternate
spelling of Clio. It is a Greek prefix often translated to mean pride, fame or glory. Considered one of the best restaurants
in Hollywood, Cleo offers Chef Danny Elmalehs nouveau Middle Eastern cuisine. Home CLEO (Community Legal
Education Ontario / Education Enjoy exquisite dining at Cleos newest restaurant location in the heart of Miamis
South Beach at The Redbury. Cleo - SLS Las Vegas Copyright Cleo AI Ltd. 2017. All rights reserved. Cleo AI Ltd. is
registered and incorporated in England and Wales, company registration number 09864205. CLEO, Inc: Pre-Law
Programs, Law school Admissions, LSAT CLEO Singapore is your go-to for dating and relationships and career
advice as well as fashion, beauty, food and travel for Singaporeans, celebrity news and Program & Speakers CLEO
Check out womens clothing on sale in many of the top fashion styles available. CLEO Malaysia: Home CLEO is on
Facebook. To connect with CLEO, join Facebook today. Join. or. Log In. CLEO is on Facebook. To connect with
CLEO, join Facebook today. Join. or. CLEO Library Well-known for its world-renowned peer-reviewed program,
CLEO unites the field of lasers and electro-optics by bringing together all aspects of laser technology Cleo Cleos cuisine
showcases a modern twist on the ingredients and cultures of the eastern and southern Mediterranean. Unique to this
location, breakfast, Sunday Home CLEO Clearance Extra 30% off. *Web Exclusive Promotion. Navy Ottoman
Trouser Sale - Cleo Crafted for fit. Styled for fun. Collection Filter. Colour. Colour, Acid Coral, Black, Blue / Teal,
Caramel, Denim, Floral Print, Fuchsia, Ivory, Latte, Navy, Navy Multi Cleo, an intelligent assistant for your money.
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Welcome to the official site of the CLEO library (or simply CLEO) - a hugely popular extensible plugin for the Grand
Theft Auto games series by Rockstar Games, Shop New Arrival Dresses and Petite Dresses in Canada at Cleo
Malaysias top English magazine, here to help with fashion & beauty tips, goodies and more! CLEo : Gateway :
Welcome /home/program/fundamental-science? About CLEO CLEO /home/about-cleo? Cleo Hollywood Mediterranean Restaurant Los Angeles Cleo. Skip to content. My Bag 0. Login Wishlist Order Status My
Connection Find a Store Help $48 JACKETS SHOP NOW. $1 shipping to store. Cleo - The Redbury Cleos secure
file transfer software lets you govern the data flows that power your business. Learn more about Cleo and sign up for a
free trial today! Cleo - Wikipedia Home Apparel Blouses & Tops. Show Filter Filter Tees and Tanks. Tops Cleo:
Enterprise Data Integration and File Sharing MFT B2B Enjoy delicious dinners and handcrafted cocktails by Chef
Danny Elmaleh in a warm, inviting Matthew Rolston-designed setting that sbe marries Old Hollywood Blouses and
Tops - Cleo Clearance - Cleo Named OpenTables 50 Hottest Restaurants in the U.S., Cleo, is pleased to announce its
newest location in the heart of South Beach at The Redbury Hotel. Best Restaurants in Hollywood - Cleo The
Redbury Shop New Arrivals Buy the Latest Fashion for Women and - Cleo Meet Cleo. The smart assistant for
your money. Sign up for free, it takes less than 2 minutes. Sign up. Watch our video. Blue losange Shop Ladies Dresses
and Petite Dresses in Canada at Cleo Find the best selection of stylish dresses for women in Canada. Shop petite
Homepage - CLEO Singapore /home/program? Panache Lingerie Cleo by Panache Check out womens clothing and
this seasons top fashion styles. Womens Cleo Restaurant - Mediterranean Restaurant Redbury South Beach Find
the best selection of stylish new arrival dresses for women in Canada. Cleo Hollywood Restaurants - sbe Enjoy small
plates, mezzes, flatbreads and cocktails at Cleo, an intimate restaurant combining Hollywood style with Mediterranean
charm.
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